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THE GLUING OF MAXIMAL IDEALS-

SPECTRUM OF A NOETHERIAN RING-GOING UP AND GOING

DOWN IN POLYNOMIAL RINGS

BY

ADA MARIA DE SOUZA DOERING AND YVES LEQUATN

Abstract. If Mt,. . ., M, are maximal ideals of a ring R that have isomorphic

residue fields, then they can be "glued" in the sense that a subring D of R with R is

integral over D and Mx n D = .. . = M, n D can be constructed.

We use this gluing process to prove the following result: Given any finite ordered

set ®, there exists a reduced Noetherian ring B and an embedding i//: ® -» Spec B

such that i// establishes a bijection between the maximal (respectively minimal)

elements of % and the maximal (respectively minimal) prime ideals of B and such

that given any elements ß', ß" of ®, there exists a saturated chain of prime ideals

of length r between uV(/3') and >K/3") if and only ï there exists a saturated chain of

length r between ß' and ß".

We also use the gluing process to construct a Noetherian domain A with

quotient field L and a Noetherian domain B between A and L such that: A "^ B

possesses the Going Up and the Going Down properties, A[X]c* B[X] is

unibranched and A[X] «-» B[X] possesses neither the Going Up nor the Going

Down properties.

1. Introduction and definitions. In [11], Nagata constructed his famous example of

a local domain D that does not satisfy the altitude formula. The basic idea of the

construction is to consider two maximal ideals AT, and M2 of different height of a

domain R and to "glue" them in the sense of constructing a subring D of R that

satisfies the following two properties: R is integral over D and Mx n D = M2 n

D. Nagata noted that if 7? contains a field K that is a field of representatives for

both RM and RM, then Mx and M2 can indeed be glued by taking D = K +

(Mx n M2); he also noted that D is Noetherian if R is Noetherian. The main

difficulty that Nagata encountered was to come up with a Noetherian domain R

having two maximal ideals Mx and M2 of different height on which his gluing

process could be performed. It is clear that such a ring R cannot be a ring of

quotients of a finite Tv-algebra, and it is working in a very clever way with formal

power series that Nagata constructed one.

After Nagata, many authors have used his gluing process to solve problems of

various kinds. One of those authors, Heitmann, has shown in [5, Theorem 2.1] that,

given any finite ordered set ®, there exists a Noetherian domain B and an

embedding $: % —> Spec B such that ¡p(ß') C »Kß") are consecutive prime ideals

of B if ß' < ß" are consecutive elements of $ . His proof is difficult and relies on
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delicate properties of integral extensions of rings of formal power series.

Motivated by the geometric operation of gluing points in an algebraic variety, we

develop in §2 of this paper a very natural process to glue maximal ideals of a ring;

this process requires much less stringent conditions than Nagata's technique does

in order to be performed: a finite number of maximal ideals of a ring R can be

glued if their residue fields are isomorphic; there is no need for R to contain any

field at all. This is important in the applications because, contrary to the rings

needed by Nagata, such rings 7? are very easy to obtain; for example, if A: is a field,

if /„..., tn, . . . is an infinite set of indeterminates over k and if K =

k(tx, . . . , tn, . . . ), then the ring R = K[X, Yx, ̂ 2](X)u(ï'„î'2) can ah"eady be used to

produce a local domain D that does not satisfy the altitude formula by gluing the

maximal ideals XR and (Yx, Y2)R with our process. A property of our gluing

process that is important for the applications we give in the following sections is

that, roughly speaking, the prime ideals that are not being glued stay unaltered.

Also, we note that it is possible to glue several finite families of maximal ideals of a

ring 7?.

The constructions that have made use of Nagata's gluing process have been

invariably lengthy and complicated. It will be apparent through the applications

given in this paper that, requiring less rigid conditions in order to be performed,

our gluing process allows an easier control of other data and, consequently, lighter

constructions.

We first apply our gluing process in §3 to prove the following result that is much

stronger than the previously stated result of Heitmann: given any finite ordered set

©, there exists a reduced Noetherian ring B and an embedding ^: <® -»Spec B

such that if ß', ß" are any elements of <3à, then there exists a saturated chain of

prime ideals of length r in B between \p(ß') and \j/(ß") if and only if there exists a

saturated chain of length r in ® between ß' and ß". Since it is also possible to

choose 7? such that \p establishes a bijection between the maximal (respectively

minimal) elements of ÍB and the maximal (resp. minimal) prime ideals of B, we see

that our result is the analogue for Noetherian rings of the following result for rings

proved by Höchster [6, Proposition 10, p. 56], and independently by Lewis [7,

Theorem 2.10, p. 428]: every finite ordered set is order isomorphic to Spec D for

some ring D. As a corollary we also show that given any integer n > 2 and any set

{sy . . . , su = n} Ç (2, ...,«}, there exists a local Noetherian domain B with

maximal ideal M and Af-adic completion B such that {sx, . . . , su} = (o|there

exists a saturated chain of prime ideals of length v in B between (0) and

M) = {v|there exists a minimal prime ideal of B of coheight t>}.

In §4 we use our gluing process to construct a Noetherian domain A with

quotient field L and a Noetherian domain B contained between A and L such that:

A^> B possesses the Going Up and the Going Down properties, A[X] °* B[X] is

unibranched and A[X] <L-* B[X] possesses neither the Going Up property nor the

Going Down property. This gives a negative answer to several open questions.

In §5 we construct a quasi local domain D with maximal ideal M that fails badly

to satisfy the altitude formula: the height of M is infinite, but the integral closure of

D has a height 1 prime ideal lying over M.
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In this paper all rings are commutative with identity, and a prime ideal is always

different from the unit ideal. The symbol Ç denotes inclusion and the symbol c

denotes proper inclusion. A totally ordered subset of an ordered set (3- is a chain; a

chain a0 < a, < • • • < ar of & is said to be saturated if for every i = 0, I, ...,

r — 1 the elements a, < a,+ 1 are consecutive in &, i.e. there exists no element ß of

d such that a, < ß <ol¡+x; in this case r is the length of the chain. If A is a ring,

Spec v4 denotes the set of the prime ideals of A together with the order defined by

the inclusion. A ring A is catenarian if, given any prime ideals P c Q of A, all the

saturated chains of prime ideals between P and Q have the same length. Let â and

<£' be two ordered sets; $: â —> éE' is an embedding if >// is injective and if given

any elements a„ a2 of éE we have \¡/(ax) < ^(«2) ^ an(^ OIUV ̂ ai < a2- Le1 ^> 7? be

two rings such that A E B. The extension A ^ B possesses the Lying Over property

if given any prime ideal P of A there exists a prime ideal P' of B such that

P' n A = P. A <L-> B is unibranched if given any prime ideal P of A there exists a

unique prime ideal P' of 77 such that P' pi A = P. A1^* B possesses the Going Up

property if given any prime ideals /* C ß of A, and given any prime ideal P' of B

such that P' n A = P, there exists a prime ideal Q' of B such that Q' Z) P' and

Q' Ci A = Q. A =-* 7? possesses the Goz'zig TJovv« property if given any prime ideals

P C Q of A and given any prime ideal g' of 77 such that Q' n A = £?> there exists

a prime ideal P' of 77 such that P' c £?' and P' n A = P.

2. A gluing process for maximal ideals. Let K be an algebraically closed field, and

V be an affine variety over K with R as ring of regular functions. Let Px, . . ., Ps be

points of V and glue them together to get a new point P', i.e. take V =

V\{PX, . . ., Ps} u {P'j- If we look for a structure of quotient affine variety on

V, the most natural candidate to consider for the ring of regular functions of V is

D={fE 7?\/(P,) = • • •  = f(Ps)} = {fE R/ex(f)-es(f)}

where e¡: R —* K is the function evaluation at the point P,. It turns out that indeed,

via this ring D, V has a structure of quotient affine variety. This geometric

operation of gluing points is the motivation, as well as a special case, of the

following process of "gluing" maximal ideals of a ring 7?. This process generalizes

the technique used by Nagata in [11].

Theorem A. Let R be a ring, let Kx, K2, . . . , K, be fields and let

Mxx, . . . , MXs, M2X, . . . , Mjj , . . . , MtX, . . . , Mts be maximal ideals of R. Let A

be the set U,'_i{z'} X (1, . . ., s¡};for every (i,j) E A let e,-,: 7? —» 7C be a surjective

homomorphism with kernel MfJ. Let D = {/ E R\eiX(f) = - ■ ■ = e^(f) for i =

I, . . . ,t}. Then:

(a) 7? is a finite D-module, the conductor of D in R is f) ((a6A M(j, and for any

(ij) E A, eu(D) is equal to K¡.

(b) For every i E {1, . . . , t}, {MiX, . . . , Mis} is the set of the prime ideals of R

that lie over Mjx n D. For every (i,j) E A, letting <p¡j-. R —» R/M^ be the canonical

homomorphism, <p¡j(D) is equal to R/M¡j.

(c) If P is a prime ideal of R that does not belong to {M¡j\(i,j) E A} then P is the

only prime ideal of R that lies over P n D. Furthermore, letting <pP: R —» R/P be the
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canonical homomorphism, the quotient field of tpP(D) is equal to the quotient field of

R/P; if P is not contained in any MfJ, then <pP(D) is even equal to R/P.

(d) If P is a prime ideal of R that does not belong to {M¡j\(i,j) E A} then

DPnD = RP.

Remark. If in Theorem A we take t = 1, Tí, = K Ç R, and if we suppose that R

is a finite Tv-algebra, then D is a finite Tv-algebra too [1, Proposition 7.8, p. 81], and

we get the geometric result mentioned before.

Proof. It is sufficient to prove the theorem with t = 1 because by repeating t

times this weaker version, we will get the stronger version. In order to simplify the

notations, we shall write K instead of Kx, Mj instead of MXj, s instead of sx, e,

instead of eXj, <pj instead of œ,..

(a) Let s: 7? -> Ks be the homomorphism defined by e(f) = (ex(f), . . . , es(f)).

Since each e, is surjective, and since the kernels of the e/s are pairwise comaximal, e

is surjective by the Chinese Reminder Theorem. Note that by definition, D is the

inverse image of the diagonal of K'. Let fx,...,fsER such that e(fx) =

(I, 0, . . . , 0), . . . , e(fs) = (0, . . . , 0, 1); we will show that R = D + Dfx

+ ■ ■ • +Dfs. Let r E R; for j = I, . . . , s, let r} E R such that e(zy) =

(tj(r), . . . , Bj(r)); clearly we have r: E D and

<r) = (ex(r), ..., es(r)) = (ex(r), ..., ex(r)) ■ (1,0, . . . ,0) + ■ ■ ■

+ (es(r),...,es(r))-(0,...,0,l)

= Í e(rj)e(fj) = el ¿  rA
j=\ \j-\      I

hence r - 2*_, rj, E ker e = A/, n • • • nM, CD; thus R = D + Dfx

+ • • • +Dfs. Now, it is clear that fly.i Mj is a common ideal of D and R;

furthermore, it will be checked in (b) that Mx lies over f)j_x Mj so that, D*-* R

being an integral extension, fjj_i M, is a maximal ideal of D; thus Hj_i Mj is the

conductor of D in R. Now, let j E {1, . . . , s} and i E K; let d E R such that

e(d) ■» (£,..., I); then, by definition itself we have d E D and e,(<7) = £; thus

ej(D) = K.

(b) Lety e (1, . . . , s}; we will show that Mj n D = (1 %-x Mk. Let | E Mj n

D; for every k = 1, . . . , s we have ek(£) = ey(|) = 0, hence £ E ("1 *_, Mk and

Mj n D E C\ sk-x Mk; since the other inclusion is clear, we get that Mj n D =

H £_! A4. Now if M is any prime ideal of R that lies over Dí_i A/t, we have

M n D = n ¡U] ^/t' hence A/ D fl *_i A/t and M = Mj for some y E

{1,. . . , s}. Thus {A/„ . . ., A/^} is the set of prime ideals of R that lies over

n£_i Mk = M\ n 7). Now lety E {1,... , i), œ,: R -» Ä/A/,. the canonical ho-

momorphism and r E R; let d E R such that e(</) = (fc(r), . . . , e,(r)); then, by

definition itself we have d E D and &(</) = e,(r), hence (r — d) E ker ey = Mj =

ker <py, i.e. <p,(<7) = <p,(r); thus vpj(D) = R/Mj.

(c) Let P be a prime ideal of R that does not belong to {Mj\j = I,... ,s}. Let

P' ^= P be any other prime ideal of R. If P c P', then P n D j- P' n D since 7? is

integral over D. If P' = A*} for some j E {I, . . ., s}, then P n D ^ P' n D by
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(b). If P (£ P' and P' ^ A/, Vy = 1,..., s, then we can choose an element d E R

such that d E P n (fï*=i A/-) and ¿7 E P'; it is clear that such an element d

belongs to P n D but not to P', so that P n D =£ P' n D. Thus P is the only

prime ideal of 7? that lies over P n TJ). Now let <pP: R -» R/P be the canonical

homomorphism. If P is not contained in U j_ i MJt then Dj_, A/,, and P are

comaximal so that, by the Chinese Reminder Theorem, for every r E R there exists

an element d E D sj=x Mj such that d — r E P, i.e. an element d E D such that

<pP(d) = <pP(r); thus cpP(D) = R/P. If P is contained in Uj_i A/y, it is not true

anymore that <pP(D) = R/P, but it is still valid that the quotient field of <pP(D) is

equal to the quotient field of R/P. Indeed, let r £ R; choose d E D j_i A/, such

that d E P; then ¿7r E TJ), (fy,(i/) is a nonzero element of <pP(D) and <Pp(d)tpP(r) =

(pP(dr) E q>p(D), i.e. &>(/■) belongs to the quotient field of <pP(D).

(d) Let P be a prime ideal of R that does not belong to {Mj\j = 1, . . ., s}, and

let S = 7J>\(P n D). Since 7? is integral over D and since P is the only prime ideal

of R lying over P n 7), we have 7?,, = 7?s. Let h: R -» 7?/tj be the canonical

homomorphism where tj = {elements of R that are annihilated by some element of

S); in order to show that Rs = Ds, it suffices to show that R/-q Ç (/z(TJ)))A(S). Let

r E R; let d E D j.x Mj such that d g P; we have <7 E 7JKP n D = S and

¿z- E 7), hence h(d)h(r) = h(dr) E h(D), i.e. h(r) E (h(D))h(S).

3. On the spectrum of a noetherian ring. The main result of Heitmann in [5] is the

following: given a finite ordered set ®, there exists a Noetherian domain B and an

embedding $: % —» Spec 77 such that ¡p(ß') c ¡p(ß") are consecutive prime ideals

of TJ if ß' < ß" are consecutive elements of %. In this section we prove a much

stronger result that can also be considered as the analogue for Noetherian rings of

the following result proved by Höchster [6, Proposition 10, p. 56] and Lewis [7,

Theorem 2.10, p. 428]: every finite ordered set is order isomorphic to Spec D for

some ring D. As a corollary, we show that given any set T of integers > I, there

exists a local domain 7J admitting T as the set of coheights of the minimal prime

ideals of the completion of D.

A Noetherian domain D is regular if the localization DM is a regular local

domain for every maximal ideal M of D. It is well known that D[X] is regular

when D is regular.

Theorem B. Let 9> be a finite ordered set. Let k be a field, tx, t2,..., t„,... an

infinite set of indeterminates over k and K = k(tx, . . ., tn, . . .). Then, there exists a

reduced Noetherian ring B and an embedding \p: ÍB ^Spec 77 such that ('S, TJ, \p)

satisfies the following conditions:

(i) \p establishes a bijection between the maximal (respectively minimal) elements of

% and the maximal (resp. minimal) elements of Spec TJ.

(ii) For any elements ß', ß" E % such that ß' < ß" is saturated in %, the chain

\p(ß') C iKß") » saturated in Spec TJ.

(iii) Tw aziy elements ß', ß" E <3à, there exists a saturated chain of prime ideals of

length r between ^(ß') and \p(ß") (if and) only if there exists a saturated chain of

length r between ß' and ß ".
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(iv) 7-bz- every ß E %, the quotient field of B/\p(ß) is isomorphic to K.

In the case that % has a least element, then the Noetherian domain B can be

chosen such that the following conditions are also satisfied:

(v) The integral closure B' of B is a regular Noetherian domain.

(vi) If ß' is any element of % and if P' is any prime ideal of B' lying over ^(ß'),

then, for any element ß" E %, ß" > ß', there exists a bijection t: {prime ideals P"

of TJ' such that P" D P', P" n TJ' = ¡p(ß")} -> {saturated chains between ß' and

ß"} such that height (P"/P') = length t(P").

Remark. The main reason for stating the conditions (iv)-(vi) is that they will be

used as auxiliary results to prove conditions (ii) and (iii).

Proof. If TJ has more than one minimal element, say a„ . . ., a„, we can

obviously embed % into an ordered set ® ' having one more element that is its

least element. Then, if TJ' is a Noetherian domain and «//: iß ' —» Spec TJ' is an

embedding such that (% ', TJ', $') satisfies (i)-(iv), it is clear that TJ =

B'/(\p(ax) n • • • n $((*„)) will be a reduced Noetherian ring and \p: % -» Spec TJ

defined by ¡piß) = ^'(/^/(»^(«í) f~l • • • niK^u)) wm be an embedding such that

($, B, \p) satisfies (i)-(iv). Thus, from now on, we can suppose that $ has a least

element.

Let ß0, ßx, ■ ■ ■ , ß„ be the elements of 9> indexed in such a way that ß, < ßj => i

<j. For i = 0, . . ., n, let $, = {ß0, . . . , /?,}. It is clear that, taking B0= K and

xPo- ©o-*sPec5o defined by ^(ßo) = (0)» (%> -So» ̂o) satisfies (i)-(vi). Now,

suppose that we have constructed a Noetherian domain TJ, and an embedding \¡>¡:

$,-» Spec TJ, such that (®,, TJ,,^,) satisfies (i)-(vi) and consider ©,+1 = $,. u

( /?,+,}. Let /?f, . . . , ß* be the immediate predecessors of ßj+x. Let C,+1 be the

ordered set obtained in the following way: let y,,..., ys be distinct objects that do

not belong to %, take 6,+1 = ÇB, u {yi, . . . ,ys} with the order generated by the

order on ÇB, and the relations ßf <

We will construct a Noetherian domain Bi+X and an embedding fy+v ®z+i -*

Spec 7J1+1 such that (®, + 1, 7J, + 1, i^.^) satisfies (i)-(vi) in two steps: first we will

construct a Noetherian domain C, + 1 and an embedding p, + I: C, + 1 -»Spec C,+ 1

such that (ß, + 1, C, + 1, p,+ 1) satisfies those conditions, second we will glue together

y, fory = 1, . . . , s.

"a
V+l

&
If I
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the prime ideals pi+x(yx), ■ ■ ■, pi+\(ys) to Set a new Noetherian domain TJ,+1 and

we will define the embedding \pi+ x: ®i+ x ~* Spec Bi+, in a natural way.

First step. When 7J> is a domain, we will denote its quotient field by qf(7J>).

Consider B,[X] and let p'i+x: ßi+x -> Spec B¡[X] be defined by pi+x(ß) = ^¡(ß)[X]

for every ß E % and p¡+l(yj) = (^¡(ßf), X) for j = 1, ... , s. Let /x„ . . . , p, be

the maximal elements of S, + 1; let S = B,[X]\ (J 'm-x P¡+i(pJ, let Ci+X = B¡[X]S

and let p,+ 1: Qi+X -> Spec B¡[X]S be defined by pi+x(S) = p'¡+x(S)B¡[X]s for every

8 E Qi+X. It is clear that B¡[X] and B¡[X]S are Noetherian domains and that p'i+x

and pi+x are embeddings that send the least element of 6,+ 1 onto (0); in order to

show that (6,+1, B¡[X]S, p,+1) satisfies (i)-(vi), it clearly suffices to show that

(ß, + i> B¡[X], p'i+x) satisfies (ii)-(vi). It is obvious that condition (ii) is satisfied.

Now, for ß E <%+|\{y„ . . . , ys}, we have

forj = 1, . . ., s, we have

JV1\,J  M£]  \J-L1.B

thus condition (iv) is satisfied. Let TJ,' be the integral closure of B¡; then the integral

closure of Bt[X] is B¡[X] which is a regular Noetherian domain; thus condition (v)

is satisfied. Now, let us check that condition (vi) is satisfied. Let 5' be any element

of ß,+ 1 and let <$" be any prime ideal of B'\X] lying over p'i+x(8'). If 8' is a

maximal element of 6,+1, i.e. if 8' = y, for some y E {1, . . ., s}, then p'i+x(8') =

(xpi(ßf), X) is a maximal ideal of B¡[X] and condition (vi) is clearly satisfied. If 8' is

not a maximal element of Qi+X, then 8' E $,- and "3" must be of the type P'[X]

with P' a prime ideal of B[ lying over \p¡(8'). Let 8" > 8' be any other element of

6, + 1 bigger than or equal to 8'. If 8" belongs to 9>j also, then any prime ideal 9"

of 7J/[*] lying over p'i+x(8") = 1¡>¡(8")IX] must be of the type P"[X] with P" a

prime ideal of TJ/ lying over ^,(0"); then, it is clear that the application (prime

ideals <3>" of B¡[X] such that <3"' D <3", 9" n £,[*] = M*"XA"] = p'i+x(8")} -+
{prime ideals P" of TJ/ such that P" D P', P" n TJ,. = ^,(S")} defined by <3>" —

^P " n B¡ is a bijection, and if we compose it with the bijection t,: {prime ideals P"

of TJ/ such that P" D P', P" n TJ, = t/>,(5")} -> {saturated chains between 8' and

5") given by the hypothesis of induction, we obtain a bijection t,'+1: {prime ideals

<3>" of TJ/[A-] such that 9" D "3", <3>" n 7J,[Jf] = P;+ ,(5")} -* {saturated chains

between 8' and 8"} such that

height -|^ = height ̂Hl = height Ç = length t,.(P") = length ̂¿9").

If 8" does not belong to $,, then S" = y, for some j E {1,. . ., s}, ßf is the

unique immediate predecessor of 8", and any prime ideal <3"' of TJ/t^] lying over

P,+i(5") = 0W$>*)> *) must be of type (P", X) with P" a prime ideal of B¡ lying

over ^¡(ßf); then it is clear that the application {prime ideals "3"' of B¡[X] such
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that 9" 2 <3", 9" n B,[X] = (^(ßf), X) = p'i+x(8")} -* {prime ideals P" of TJ;
such that P" D P', P" n Bt = &(/?/)} defined by 6"' ~» 9 " n TJ; is a bijection; if

we compose it with {prime ideals P" of B\ such that P" D P', P" n TJ, = ^¡(ßf)}

-» {saturated chains between /?' and /?/}-» {saturated chains between ß' and 5"}

where the first arrow represents the bijection t,  given by the hypothesis of

induction and the second arrow represents the bijection defined by (/?'<•• • <

ßf)~*(ß' < ' • • <ßf <S"), we obtain a bijection t/+1:  {prime ideals 9" of

B¡[X] such that 9" D 9 ',9" n 7J,[Jr] = PÍ+,(«")} -h> {saturated chains between

8' and 5"} such that

9" (P" X)      I P" \
height -^ = height v     '    ; = ^height — j + 1

= length t,(P") + 1

= length t;+1(<3"').

Thus condition (vi) is satisfied. Finally, let us check that condition (iii) is also

satisfied. Let 8' and 8" be two elements of Qi+X and let p'i+x(8') = 90 c 9X

C • • • C 9r = p'i+x(8") be a saturated chain of prime ideals in B¡[X] of length

r > 0 between p,'+1(6") and p'i+x(8"). By the Going Up theorem, we can get a

saturated chain of prime ideals % C 9¡ c • • • C 9'r in B\[X] such that 9m =

9'm n TJJA'] for every m = 0, . . ., r. Since B¡[X] is regular, it is catenarian [12,

(34.8), p. 125] and we have height(íP//<éPó) = r; then, by condition (vi), there exists

a saturated chain of length r between 5' and 8 ".

Second step. Set C/+1 = B¡[X]S. Note that yx, . . . ,ys are maximal elements of

C,+1, and therefore that pi+x(yx), ■ ■ ■ , Pi+i(ys) are maximal ideals of C,+1. For

every j = I, . . ., s, C,+ ,/p, + 1(y,) being isomorphic to K by condition (iv), we can

choose a surjective homomorphism e,: C, + 1 —» K with kernel pi+1(y,). Let TJ,+ 1 = {/

e e,+il£i(/) = • • • =«,(/)} and let $t+v %+i -* Spec TJ,+1 be defined by

¿ + ,(0) = Pi+X(ß) n TJ, + 1 for yS # A + i and ^i+1( A+i) = Pz+i(Yi) n 7J,.+ 1. By part

(a) of Theorem A, C, + 1 is a finite 7J, + 1-module; then, Cj+X being Noetherian, 7J,+ 1

is Noetherian [4, Theorem 2, p. 281]. We know that (6, + 1, C, + 1, p, + 1) satisfies

(i)—(vi); using parts (b) and (c) of Theorem A, it is merely routine to check that

(9>i+x, Bi+X, 4>i+\) satisfies (i), (ii), (iv)-(vi). Now, we check that it satisfies condi-

tion (iii) also. Let ß' and ß" be two elements of ®, + 1 and let ^i+x(ß') = 90 e9x

C • • • C 9r = tpi+x(ß") be a saturated chain of prime ideals of length r > 0

between \pi+x(ß') and ¡pi+x(ß"). By the Going Up theorem, we can get a saturated

chain of prime ideals % C 9{ t • • • C 9'r in 7J/+1 such that 9m = 9'mr\ TJ, + 1

for every m = 0, . . . , r. Since B'i+X is regular, it is catenarian [12, (34.8), p. 125]

and we have height(íPr'/'3>ó) = r; then, by condition (vi) there exists a saturated

chain of length r between 8' and 8".

The following corollary strengthens a result of Doering [3, Example 2.5].

Corollary. Let n > 2 be an integer and let T = {tx, . .. , tu_x, n} be a subset of

{2,... ,n} containing n. Then, there exists a local domain B with maximal ideal M

and M-adic completion B such that T = {r\ there exists a saturated chain of prime

ideals of length r in B between (0) and M} = {r\ there exists a minimal prime ideal of

B of coheight r}.
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Proof. Let 9> be an ordered set that has a least element a, a greatest element ß

and has exactly u saturated chains between a and ß, of length tx, . . . , /„_„ zz

respectively. According to Theorem B, there exists a local domain TJ and an

embedding \p: 9> —» Spec B such that (®, B, \p) satisfies (i)-(vi). In particular we

have by (iii) that T = {r|there exists a saturated chain of prime ideals of length r

between (0) and AT). Now, by [13, Theorem 2.14, p. Ill] we know that {r|there

exists a minimal prime ideal of TJ of coheight r} = {r|there exists a saturated chain

of prime ideals of length (r + 1) in B[X] between (0) and (AT, A')}. On the other

hand, we have seen in the first step of the proof of Theorem B that conditions (v)

and (vi) imply {r|there exists a saturated chain of prime ideals of length (r + 1) in

B[X] between (0) and (AT, X)} E T; since the other inclusion is clear, we get the

equality. Then, we obtain that T = {r|there exists a minimal prime ideal of TJ of

coheight r}.

4. Going Up and Going Down in polynomial rings. Let A be a domain and L its

quotient field; let B be an overling of A, i.e. a ring such that A C B Q L. We

consider the following three open questions:

Question 1 [8, p. 706]. If the extension A c-* B possesses the Going Up property,

then does the extension A[X] =-> B[X] possess it also?

Note that when TJ is contained in the integral closure of A, then the answer to

Question 1 is clearly YES since, in this case, A[X] =-» B[X] is an integral extension.

Related to that Question 1, we have:

Question 2. If the extension A tLj* B possesses the Going Up property, and if the

extension /l[Ar]^-> B[X] is unibranched, then does the extension v4[Ar]<^ B[X]

possess the Going Up property?

The third question is related to the property of Going Down:

Question 3 [2, p. 180]. If the extension A c-* TJ possesses the property of Going

Down, and if the extension ,4[Ar]c-» B[X] is unibranched, then does the extension

A[X] "^ B[X] possess the Going Down property?

Note that when TJ is contained in the integral closure of A, then McAdam has

given an affirmative answer to Question 3 [9, Theorem 3, p. 635]. Note also that

using a result of Kaplansky [8, Theorem A, p. 704] it is easy to show the existence

of an extension A =-» TJ such that: TJ is contained in the integral closure of A,

A <L-> B possesses the Going Down property, A[X]*-* B[X] does not possess the

Going Down property.

Observe that the analogous questions for the Lying Over property has an

affirmative answer; indeed we have:

Proposition [8, Proposition 1, p. 708]. If the extension A «■» TJ possesses the

Lying Over property, then the extension A[X] «-» B[X] possesses it also.

Now we show that in general the answer to the three previous questions is

negative, even when A and TJ are Noetherian. Given any integer n > 1, we will

construct an zz-dimensional Noetherian domain A with quotient field L and an

zt-dimensional Noetherian domain B that is contained between A and L such that:

A ^-> B possesses the properties of Going Up and Going Down, A[X] ^ B[X] in
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unibranched, A[X] ^* B[X] possesses neither the Going Up property nor the Going

Down property.

Example C. Let k be a field, let t,,...,/„,.. . be an infinite set of inde-

terminates over k and let K = k(tx, . . . ,tn, . . .). Let zz > 1 be an integer and let

X, Y y . . . , Yn be indeterminates over K. Let S = K[X, Yx, . . ., Yn]\(X) U

(Yx, . . . , Y„) and R = K[X, Yx, . . . , Y„]s. Let AT, = XR and M2 =

(Yx, . . . , Yn)R be the maximal ideals of R. For every i£ {1, 2}, it is clear that

R/'M¡ is isomorphic to K, hence that we can choose a surjective homomorphism e,:

R -» K such that ker e, = A/,-. Let A = {x E Pv|e,(x) = e2(x)} and TJ = RM ; we

will show A "^ TJ is an example of what we announced.

R is Noetherian, hence B = RM is Noetherian; R is a finite A -module by part

(a) of Theorem A, hence A is Noetherian [4, Theorem 2, p. 281]. Also by part (a) of

Theorem A, B is contained in the quotient field of B. Finally it is obvious that both

A and B are /z-dimensional.

Since A <L-» R is integral, A ^-» R possesses the Going Up property. Now, by parts

(b) and (c) of Theorem A, we know the following: the domain A has only one

maximal ideal M, Mx and M2 are exactly the prime ideals of R that lie over M, and

above any prime ideal P =£ M of A lies exactly one prime ideal of R. Since height

AT, = 1, we can conclude that the extension A ^ RM = TJ is unibranched and

possesses the Going Up property; consequently, it also possesses the Going Down

property.

We already know that A ^> RM = TJ is unibranched. But again by parts (b) and

(c) of Theorem A, we also know that if P' is any prime ideal of TJ and if <p:

TJ —> B/P' is the canonical homomorphism, then we have qf(<p(A)) = qf(7J/P').

From that, we can conclude that A[X] =■» B[X] is unibranched [8, Theorem 3, p.

708].

Finally we will show that A[X]e-* B[X] does not possess the Going Up property;

being unibranched it will not possess the Going Down property either. Let x E

MX\M2; then (A" — x)Pv[A"] is a prime ideal of R[X] properly contained in

(My X), and (X — x)R[X] n A[X] is a prime ideal of A[X] properly contained in

(AT,, A') n A[X] = (AT, X). Let P be the only prime ideal of B[X] that lies over

(X - x)R[X] n A\X\ (clearly P has to be (X - x)B[X]); we claim that P is not

contained in the only prime ideal of 7J[A"] that lies over (AT, A'), i.e. that P is not

contained in (M2B, X). Indeed, if it did, X — x would belong to (M2B, X), hence

x would belong to AT27J n R = M2, which is absurd. Thus, A[X] «-» B[X] possesses

neither the Going Up property nor the Going Down property.

Remark. With n > 2, the domains A and TJ constructed in Example C are such

that A[X] «-» TJ[A"] is unibranched, TJ[A"] is catenarian, A[X] is not catenarian.

5. An extravagant example. In this section we construct a quasi local domain D

with maximal ideal AT that fails to satisfy the altitude formula in a very extreme

way: the height of M is infinite, but the integral closure of D has a height 1 prime

ideal that lies over AT.

Example D. Let k be a field and let tx, . . . , tn, . . . be indeterminates over k. Let

K = k(tx, . . . ,tn, . . .) and let X,YX, . . . , Yn, . . .  be indeterminates over K. Let
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R =  K[X, Yx, . . . , Yn, . . . \X)uiY¡.r.,...)>   Mi   = XR    an<*    M2  =

(Yx, . . ., Yn, . . . )R. It is clear that R/Mx and R/M2 are both isomorphic to K;

let e,: 7? —» K and e2: R -^ K be surjective homomorphisms such that ker e, = AT,

and ker e2 = M2; let D = {x E R\ex(x) = e2(x)}. T? is integrally closed; then, by

Theorem A, 7Î is the integral closure of TJ); furthermore, AT, n M2 is the only

maximal ideal of TJ), and the prime ideals of R that lie over it are AT, and AT2. It is

clear that we have height AT, = 1 and height AT, n AT2 = height AT2 = oo.

We wish to acknowledge the enlightening conversations we had with Karl Otto

Stöhr during the preparation of this paper.
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